Abstract. Quasistatic compression tests for alumina (Al2O3) cylinders were conducted for the investigations of the compressive strengths and the dynamic fragmentation properties of the material. We focused on the post-failure dynamic fragmentation phenomenon. Most of the fragments were collected after tests, the shapes and sizes of these fragments were measured and statistically analyzed. The fragments were divided into three types on basis of their shapes and sizes, namely: the flaky medium sized fragments, the tiny debris, and the remaining large blocks, each type of the fragments were formed at different stages of the compressive failure-fragmentation process. The tiny debris were mainly generated from the "explosion" of the cylindrical specimen, in this stage the stored elastic energy within the specimen was released rapidly. The tiny fragments accounted the most part of the fragments in numbers. The average fragment size calculated by the proposed formula agree well with the experimental data.
Introduction
Due to their excellent mechanical properties of high hardness, high modulus and strength, low density, and good heat resistance, modern ceramics find broad applications in the area of protective engineering. Nevertheless, the materials are essentially brittle: having little fracture toughness and containing strength-limiting internal defects; Moreover, the tensile and compressive behaviors of the materials are asymmetric, with the compressive strength typically one order of magnitude higher than the tensile strength. The tension-compression asymmetry, in combinations with the material's brittleness, make ceramics easy to break into many pieces under different loading conditions. It is well known that under impact loading, the failure of a ceramic material is accompanied by a fragmentation process, when the material breaks (fragmentizes) into pieces millimeter or less in sizes [1] [2] [3] . Recent studies show that the compressive fragmentation are not limited to the impact loading cases. Under quasi-static compressive loading a ceramic specimen also fail in an "explosive" way [4, 5] .
The compressive fragmentation phenomenon can be understood from the energy point of view. Ceramics are strong to compression, with the compressive strength at the gigapascal (GPa) level. This means that at the failure point, the strain energy storage of the specimen is 1 ∼ 10 MJ/m 3 . On the other hand, the high elastic modulus (∼370 GPa) and the relatively low density (4000 kg/m 3 ) result in a very high fast crack speed (> 5000 m/s). Once failure starts, many cracks initiate and propagate within the specimen in a flash of time, fragmentizing the specimen and opening a way for the strain energy to release. This energy release a Corresponding author: zhoufenghua@nbu.edu.cn process may occur in a time scale of 10 0 ∼ 10 2 µs order, making the failure more like an "explosive".
Understanding the failure behavior of the ceramics under quasi-static or impact loadings are crucial to the design and performance evaluation of a protective structure. One important issue in this study is to understand the dynamic fragmentation and the energy release process of ceramics under compressive loading. In the previous study [5] , we experimentally investigated the compressive failure and fragmentation of brittle alumina under quasistatic compression. High speed videos showed that the failure of the specimen started with specimen splitting, and ended with dynamic fragmentations. An energy based fragmentation model was proposed to calculate the average post-failure fragment size.
In this paper, we extend the previous research, focusing on the post-failure dynamic fragmentation phenomena. The experimental set-up was improved so that most of the fragments can be recovered during a test. After each test, the sizes of these fragments were measured and statistically analyzed. Different types of fragments were found to be related to the different stages of compressive fragmentation. Theoretical model was used for the estimation of the average fragment size.
Quasistatic compression test

Specimen and test arrangement
Three kind of Al 2 O 3 cylindrical specimens were made by hot-sintering 99.5% purity alumina powder. The dimensions of the specimen were 10mm diameter ( 10) on a servo-controlled hydraulic test machine with the maximum loading capacity 2000 KN. Tungsten carbide (WC) anvils were used between the specimen and loading platens to avoid indentations. Lubricant was applied on the interfaces between the anvils and the specimen to reduce friction. During the test process a high-definition video camera and a high-speed video camera were used to record the specimen failure process. The high speed video camera was triggered manually with 1 second pre-trigger time. To ensure that most fragments will be collected for further analysis, a rectangular cover made of transparent plexiglass was used to encapsulate the specimen, the WC anvils, and part of the loading platens, as shown in Fig. 1(a) .
Quasi-static compression tests were conducted at an equivalent strainrate of 10 −4 1/s. The loading-strain curves show that the compressive deformation of the specimen is dominantly linear, with no observable signs of damage nucleation within the specimen. The compressive failure of the specimen occur as a sudden event, with immediate drop of loading stress, and always accompanied by explosive fragmentation. Figure 1 (b) show a typical compressive failure/fragmentation process. The complete deform and failure process of a specimen include the stages of: 1) uniform deforming without observable damage initiation; 2) chipping when small debris fly out of the specimen surface; and sudden explosive failure.
Strength and fragmentation process
A total of 14 tests were conducted on different types of specimen. Table 1 collects the strengths of these specimen. Specimen with polished surface are apparently stronger than those unfinished. Most finished cylindrical specimen have strengths above 1GPa, except one specimen ( 20 × 40, No. 6) which had an observable surface damage near corner, and exhibited significantly low strength (0.22GPa). The strength scatters is shown in Fig. 2 . Excluding the anomaly, smaller specimen tend to have higher strength than the larger ones
The failure of cylindrical specimens always accompany with fragmentations. The process when a specimen experience "explosive" fragmentation is shown in details by high speed videos in Fig. 3(a) , and schematically explained in Fig. 3(b) . In this process, the material fail at first with axial splitting, when many longitudinal cracks occur inside the specimen, splitting it into many columns.
Under very large compression, the columns buckled and break into small pieces to release the stored strain energy. The explosive fragmentation process were identical in all tests, whether the specimen was large or small. Typical fragmentation process occur within several dozens of µs. Always the bursting of specimen gave out a loud explosion sound and flashing light. There were discussions about whether the strain energy stored within the test machine would contribute to the fragmentation process. It appears that this energy flux is unlikely to happen. As Fig. 4(a) shows, once the failure occurs, the sudden loss of specimen loading capacity created an unloading wave in the elastic structures. This unloading wave would reflect at the specimen/anvil/platen interfaces as a tensile stress if they keep in contact, or cause separation if the interface cannot sustain tensile force (Fig. 4(b) ). Eventually the specimen-anvil-loading platens interfaces separate, cutting off the energy flow from outside (Fig. 4(c) ).
Fragment analysis
Fragment statistics
In each test, the fragments were contained in the plexiglass box and carefully collected. By comparing the total weight of the collected debris with the specimen weight, it can be concluded that most of the fragments were recovered. For each specimen, the debris statistical characteristics are similar, reflecting the fragmentation and energy release process. In this paper, we chose the three tests, each exhibiting the maximum compressive strength of same geometrical specimen group, namely, Sample A for the 20 × 40 group specimen with compressive strength of 1.38GPa, Sample B for the 10 × 20 group specimen with compressive strength of 1.58 GPa, and Sample C for the 10 × 10 group specimen with compressive strength of 1.71 GPa.
For each sample, the sizes of the collected debris vary significantly. In current study we uses the debris size characterization method similar to that used for sediment grain size analysis in hydrological study [7] . Firstly different sieves were used to screen the fragments larger than 1.18 mm, and create the mass distributions of these "large" fragments. For the particles smaller than 1.18 mm size, a micro laser particle size analyzer was used to produce detailed quantitative statistical data.
In Fig. 5 , the mass percentages of the large (sizes > 2.36 mm), medium (sizes between 1.18 mm and 2.36 mm), and small (sizes < 1.18 mm) fragments are shown for different samples. It is seen that the large/medium/small fragments ration are different for different types of specimen. For big specimen (Sample A), the large fragments (> 2.36 mm) account for the major part of the total mass (∼79%), while for small specimen (Sample C) the major mass part were the small fragments (< 1.18 mm, mass ratio ∼64%). This phenomenon can be explained as following: On one side, the small specimen (Sample C, failed at 1.71 GPa) had less internal imperfections and failure at higher compressive stress, so that its dynamic crushing process was more "explosive", producing large quantities of small pieces. On the other side, the large specimen (Sample A) failed at relatively lower stress (1.38 GPa) resulting in larger fragments. Besides, after fragmentation some large chunks may remain at the specimen inner parts, accounting for the major mass percentage.
Fragment categorizations
The compressive fragmentation of a ceramic cylinder is a quite complex process, with different stages resulting fragments of different shapes and sizes. As Fig. 6(a) illustrates, the failure of the specimen starts at surface peeling in which some flake-shape (size in one direction significant smaller the sizes in the other two directions). At the ultimate "explosion" process, the split ceramic columns buckle-fractured into small, cubical shaped (the sizes in three directions similar) fragments. Most tiny fragments were created in this stage. If the stored strain energy is not so high, after the specimen broke, some inner parts of the specimen may remain, results in large blocks of rectangular and cubic shapes. The larger blocks of the specimen remnants are easy to identify. The middle sized flake debris and cubical debris can be identified by their shapes. Figure 6(b) shows the medium sized fragments collected in Sample C.
Medium and small fragment size statistics
As discussed above, the large chunks of the fragments, being the remnants of the explosive fragmentations, were not directly related to the dynamic fragmentation process. The middle and small size fragments are statistically analyzed. For the small fragments < 1.18 mm, a laser particle size analyzer was used to measure the equivalent size of fragments. Here the equivalent fragment size was 01056-p.3 taken as the diameter of the sphere having the same volume of the fragment. Figure 7(a) gives the statistical distribution of the small fragments (< 1.18 mm) with their equivalent size. The fragments were in Sample B. It is seen that there exist two peaks for the small fragments, at 250 µm and 800 µm. Though detailed analysis of these distributions might be interesting, here we only focus on the average size of a total 3067 small fragments. Figure 7(b) shows the morphological appearances of some small fragments under scanning electron microscope. The geometrical shapes of these fragments were more or less like cubes or spheres, justifying the use of the equivalent size as the fragment measure.
EPJ Web of Conferences
For the group of medium size (1.18 ∼ 2.36 mm) fragments, the average fragment size were obtained by taking the picture of them (similar to Fig. 6(C) ), then measuring the sizes using a image process software. Table 2 lists the average fragment sizes of all group, in each samples. The final average fragment size are taken as the number-weight average of the medium size group and the small size group.
Fragment size estimations
There exists many formulae for the estimations of fragment sizes [7] [8] [9] [10] . We have proposed a model that linked the non-dimensional fragment size to the nondimensional strain rate [11] :
where s 0 = EG c σ process, the compressed columns of ceramic specimen buckle-bend rapidly, causing a tensile strainrate well above 10 3 s −1 . Following the method used in [5] , The equivalent column expanding strainrateε 0 can be estimated by the energy balance theory: at the failure point the column has been pre-compressed to the compressive stress σ c . Assuming that the total compressed energy has been transformed into the outward (radial) expanding kinetic energy, the expanding velocity of the fragmentizing part of the specimen is: v = cσ c E. Also assume that the column curvature radius is comparable to the specimen height h, the equivalent tensile strainrate is estimated by:
Using the material parameters listed in Table 3 , and the test conditions, the theoretical fragmentation parameters (equivalent tensile strainrate and average fragment size) can be estimated, as collected in Table 4 . The theoretically evaluated fragment sizes were also listed as the last row in Table 3 for comparisons. It is seen that experimental measured fragment size were generally smaller than, but pretty close to the theoretical estimations. This difference could be attributed to the experimental measurements that excluded the large fragment chunks without accounting for the stored strain energy in them. As the specimen size decrease, the theoretical estimations are closer to the experimental data, because the small specimen fragmentizes more significantly, namely, the small specimen (sample B and C) fragmentized completely. In whole, the theoretical model provided good fragment size estimations, better than simple order of magnitude. This model can be further extended to other ceramics and to the dynamical loading cases.
Summary
In this research we conducted quasi-static compression tests on three sizes Al 2 O 3 cylinders. The compressive strength of the cylinders were measured. These strength show slight size dependence. The specimen explosively fragmentize after compression failure. The physics of these fragmentation phenomenon were explained from energy viewpoint. The fragments in each test were collected and analyzed. The fragments can be roughly classified into three types, each corresponding to different stage of the fragmentation process: the flaky medium sized fragments originated from surface spallation, the tiny debris generated from the "explosion" of the cylindrical specimen, and the large chunks remaining in the centre of the specimen. The tiny fragments accounted the most part of the fragments in numbers. The average fragment size calculated by using the standard formula agree reasonably well with the experimental measurement.
